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A note
from the
CEO

“When you want something, all the universe conspires in helping you to achieve it”, Paul Coelho
When we look back at the past 2 years and see that we survived the tumult and uncertainty to start hoping again in 2022,
it certainly feels like the universe was looking out for us, making sure we did not leave the job half done! The past year felt
like a culmination of all our effort and dreams over the past 5 years as the Tamil Nadu Department of School Education
(TN DSE) launched the Ennum Ezhuthum Mission, signalling in no uncertain terms that the state was prioritising primary
education and foundational learning to ensure children are set up for success in academics, work and life.
In January 2022, we were officially appointed by the TN DSE as the Project Management Partners for the Ennum Ezhuthum
Mission, an opportunity we are truly excited about and grateful for. As the State and District Project Management Units,
Madhi will mobilise a team of 180 specialists and managers to ensure that every child leaves Std 3 with requisite literacy
and numeracy skills to be set up for success in higher grades across the 37,000 government and government-aided
schools in Tamil Nadu.
2022 -’23 promises to be our biggest and most testing year yet but we are hopeful that it may also prove to be our most
purposeful year ever as the Ennum Ezhuthum Mission finally gets implemented across Tamil Nadu after a delay of 2 years
due to the pandemic. At Madhi, we have held fast to the notion that ‘reach does not mean impact, impact means impact’,
and I believe this year will indicate to us if we have indeed stayed true to this belief. We promise to keep updating you, our
supporters and partners, of the progress we make, and hope that you continue to be a part of this journey.
I hope you enjoy reading our Annual Report as much as we enjoyed putting it together.
- Merlia Shaukath, CEO & Founder, Madhi Foundation
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Our
vision

Foundational
learning first,
so every child
can thrive.
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Tamil Nadu has been witnessing a sharp decline in the
quality of education over the last decade.
As per the data from the National Achievement Survey, Tamil Nadu has continued to report
poorer learning outcomes among children of Std. 3 in both language and mathematics,
falling from being a national leader in 2014 to well below the national average by 2017.
Even as per the state’s own State Learning Assessment Survey (SLAS) conducted in 2019,
a staggering 44% of children are below grade level in language skills and 50% of children do
not exhibit grade-level skills in Mathematics. This data is further reiterated across national
and state level data sources, including the Annual Status of Education Survey (ASER) by
Pratham Education Foundation which in its 2019 report shed light on how only 32% of Std.
3 children can read a word like ‘cat’, and how only a meagre 19% of children can perform
essential arithmetic problems like ‘66-48’.
With each passing day, children who are unable to attain grade-level learning skills fall
exponentially behind their peers who are able to access high quality education. With each
passing year, the underserved children in government and low-fee private schools struggle
to acquire any meaningful learning in the classroom as the progress onto higher grades.
As they leave schools, without even foundational literacy and numeracy skills, a growing
skills gap grinds to a halt not only the growth of the national economy, but also the path to
fulfilling the dreams and hopes of each child.
Madhi Foundation is committed to acting urgently, and at scale, to ensure excellent
education for every child, until the very last mile.
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Our
Purpose

Children

Teachers

Schools

Administrators

from underserved communities
of ages 5-8 as well as ages 14-17.

through their work within the
classroom and their professional
development within the system

across all 38 districts of
Tamil Nadu, including government,
government-aided, and
low-fee private schools

within the Department of School
Education, Tamil Nadu, as well
as other state government
departnments.
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Pillars of
our projects

Teaching Learning
Materials

Working with the
Tamil Nadu SCERTto
jointly develop
all the Teaching
Learning Materials
for the Ennum
Ezhuthum Mission,
and developing an
application that will
allow teachers to
access lesson plans
and student learning
levels digitally

Training

Tracking

Tutoring at home

Collaborating with
the State Resource
Group for training
and co designing
the training content
for both the digital
as well as the
physical aspects of
training to prepare
the teachersto
deliver effective
differentiated
lessons

Designing robust
mobile applications
and dashboards
which will help
policy makers &
administrators to
collect and visualise
meaningful data
about quality
of teaching and
learning within
classrooms

Launching an
outreach campaign
to increase parental
awareness about
foundational
learning, and
building applications
and other lowtech outreach
mechanisms to
inform parents
about their children’s
learning levels
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Targeted
Communication

Designing a
communication and
capacity building
strategy to create
awareness around
the Ennum Ezhuthum
Mission across
all the relevant
stakeholders in the
system and present
it as a state priority
over the next 5 years

Technology
Leveraging the
power of simple
and contextual
technology across
all our work to drive
real-time efficient
decision making and
programme delivery
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2021-2022
at Madhi
2,200,000 children were provided with level-based text books
300,000 teachers were trained to use improved Teaching Learning
Materials effectively, based on key teacher competencies and behavioral
actions identified by State Resource Groups in collaboration with Madhi
14,400,000 children and 55,000 schools were integrated into the
tech-enabled monitoring and governance system - Palli Parvai, driving
policies based on real-time classroom data
6,000 respondents including parents and teachers were surveyed to
understand how the pandemic gave birth to innovations in the delivery of
education, and the unique challenges of remote-learning systems
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Our supporters:
FY 2021-22

The Central Square Foundation has
offered Madhi continuing support and
mentorship, right from our inception.
Through our partnership with CSF,
Madhi has been able to design and
deliver meaningful interventions for
our children and grow organisational
capacity, both in quality and team
size, as well as technical expertise.
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Our unique programme design model
focusses on leveraging simple
and contextual technology to drive
effective field transformation and
data driven decision making, both of
which would not have been possible
without the support and technical
guidance offered by CISCO and their
exemplary team.

Over the past 5 years, Grundfos has
extended unwavering support for Madhi’s
work in ensuring universal foundational
literacy and numeracy skills in Tamil Nadu.
Through our partnership with Grundfos,
Madhi has been privileged to deliver not
only our flagship projects, but also critical
Covid response initiatives over the
past two years.
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Organisational
highlights
1.88 Crores
Raised for FY 2021-22
2,200, 000
Children were provided high quality learning

The classrooms were once again bursting with
music and laughter, as children returned to school
on November 1, 2021 after 19 months of closures.
Discover the effervescent energy inside a classroom
in Chennai through this short film on the joys of going
back to school!

WATCH NOW
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Media for
Madhi
3 events
The past year saw Madhi’s leadership
team take part in and learn from peer
hosted events across the sector,
while Madhi conducted 3 public
virtual discussion forums with
eminent sector leaders, to foster
collective growth and dialogue on
topics around level-based learning in
primary grades, building successful
Public-Private Partnerships, and
understanding parent’s concerns on
learning in a post-pandemic world.

6 features
Madhi’s work for the Ennum
Ezhuthum Mission was featured
by The NewsMinute, while our lowtech Covid response project ‘Happy
Learners’ was featured by the
UNESCO in the book ‘Learning to Build
Back Better Futures For Education’.
We were also thrilled to collaborate
with CSF in contributing to the
(Re)Build Back Better report as well
as with The Bastion in writing on the
tenets of driving educational reform.

WATCH EVENT RECORDINGS
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Organisational
Growth

95.2%

team members
find the work they
do purposeful as
per the Annual
Team Survey

16

80%

Donor retention
rate: FY 2021-22

4

Certified as a
Great Place
to Work
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more passionate
individuals joined
the Madhi team

New funders
joined us

First team retreat
post-Covid was
conducted
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Our Work across
Tamil Nadu

Through all our projects under the banner of TN Soars, Madhi aims to ensure that the public
education system is fortified to provide high quality and meaningful education to children of
underserved communities across the state, so that they can soar towards their dreams.

2 million children
37,000 schools
Madhi Foundation | Annual Report 2021-22

5 million students & families
75,000 administrators

904 children
12 schools
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The most exciting news from last year is that children have returned to school once again,
after over a year and a half of school closures since the first nationwide lockdown was
imposed in March 2020. Until the end of this academic year, the foremost objective for
educators will be to ease the transition and make children comfortable with a regular
school routine. Madhi has worked closely with the State to support the development of a
lighter curriculum towards achieving this intent.
Over the last year, Madhi’s programme delivery team has been working on executing our
Covid response projects, incorporating the field insights from Covid response initiatives
into project planning for the upcoming year and strengthening the curricular and on-ground
delivery of the Ennum Ezhuthum (EE) Mission for the upcoming academic year.
We delivered four Covid response projects on ground:
• Two student facing initiatives; one for children with smartphones, and one for children
without access to smartphones leveraging Interactive Voice Response technology
called Foundational Learning Over WhatsApp (FLOW) and Happy Learners, respectively.
• One educator facing initiative for building stakeholder capacity to collaborate and work
virtually - State Executives and Educators Development (SEED) programme
• One field research study to understand the current status of (and access to) remote
learning in Tamil Nadu, particularly across rural areas.
Our Covid response projects were directly accessed by more than 25,000 beneficiaries
and we felt honoured that our Happy Learners Project was recognised by UNESCO as a
covid innovation for remote learning. Our field research spanned 5,360 households and
525 teachers, with data collected from each district in TN. The outcomes and findings of
our research were featured at a Madhi Mandram Event, where we shared our findings with
other civil society organizations also working in this space.
The insights from the research study and the Covid response projects fuelled intense team
brainstorming sessions at Madhi and preparation is currently underway to launch two new
pilot projects next year; an application based tool to support educators towards enhancing
learning outcomes through oracy and an overall classroom management support systemto be deployed at the school level.
Madhi Foundation | Annual Report 2021-22
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Additionally, in our capacity as the Chief Management Partner for the EE Mission, we
are working hard to support the State’s vision of creating curricular material and building
stakeholder capacity for the upcoming academic year. The updated material aims to
hedge the effects of the accumulated learning losses through the pandemic-induced
school closures and accelerate learning outcomes through the on-ground delivery of the
EE Mission.
To that end, another exciting and humbling update is that Madhi Foundation has won a
tender released by the Department of School Education to support the on-ground delivery of
the EE Mission in all the districts in TN. At the outset, this means that we will be supporting
the State to create processes which will strengthen the delivery of the Mission at the last
mile, measure progress in a systematic manner and create capacity building/feedback
loops to course correct as required.
While it has been a challenging year, it has also been one full of learning and innovation
where our team has been buoyed by the initiation of numerous post Covid programmatic
initiatives intending to support children towards regaining learning losses, which accrued
through the pandemic. We are looking forward to the upcoming year with the hope of
augmenting the education system, incorporating lessons from the last two years and
achieving better learning outcomes for children, overall.
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Read Report: ‘Remote
Learning in Tamil Nadu:
Preliminary Findings’

Preliminary survey results of Madhi’s household
survey on the reach and efficacy of remote learning
practices during the pandemic in Tamil Nadu.

Read Whitepaper: ‘Resource
Allocation for Public
Education Delivery’

A whitepaper published by Madhi exploring the
Who, What and Why of resource allocation for public
education delivery in India through an analysis of
the Eisenhower Matrix.
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Projects for the
year ahead

Catalytic Model
Improving foundational learning outcomes
through long-term, at-scale system reform
Ennum Ezhuthum: Ensuring universal FLN
skills for children by Std. 3
TechForEdSystems: Driving data-driven policy
design through real-time classroom data

The Goal

TechForEdSystems

Creating systemic transformation to facilitate acquisition of foundational
learning skills for all children within Tamil Nadu’s government primary schools,
and laying pathways for tech-enabled contextual solutions for building parental
awareness and at-home learning for young children across the state.

Programmatic Model
Improving foundational learning outcomes
through direct interventions by Madhi
Enjoy English: Improving English literacy skills
through comprehensive at-home learning
Veedum Vizhippum: Empowering parents to
understand and respond to children’s learning
needs
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Ennum Ezhuthum
reaches schools:
A historic moment

As the schools reopened for a new academic year in Tamil Nadu
on June 13th, the state bore witness to a landmark moment with
Hon’ble Tamil Nadu Chief Minister Thiru. M.K. Stalin and the
Tamil Nadu Education Minister Thiru. Anbil Mahesh Poyyamozhi
launching the Ennum Ezhuthum Mission. Madhi will work to
support the state as a partner for the next 3 years in delivering this
innovative Mission aimed at ensuring critical literacy and numeracy
skills for all primary school children in Tamil Nadu’s government
schools. With the Mission reaching over 2 million children across
37,000 schools across 38 districts, we are honoured to have the
opportunity to do our part for ensuring that high quality primary
education is available for every child, until the very last mile.
As the Hon’ble Chief Minister remarked in his inaugural speech,
“Ennum Ezhuthum indha arasin kannum karuththagum” (Ennum
Ezhuthum is the top most priority for this government), and
we are grateful for the Tamil Nadu government’s committed
and pioneering efforts for raising the quality of the state public
education system.
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எண்ணும் எழுத்தும் இந்த அரசின் கண்ணும் கருத்தாகும்

Financials
FY 2021-2022
Fund allocation

Programme related expenses
94.23%

Foundations
30.6%

Fund raised by
categories of
donors

Operations
5.66%
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CSR Sources
69.4%

Marketing and Events
0.10%
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Our Supporters for
the Year Ahead

We extend our sincere gratitude to
all our individual donors, including
Ms. Meenakshi Ramesh
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Our Team
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Our Advisors

R Seshasayee

Ranganath N.K

Meenakshi Ramesh

FMR. Chairman,
Board of Directors,
Infosys Ltd.
FMR. MD, Ashok
Leyland

MD/CEO, Grundfos
Pumps India Pvt.
Ltd.

Trustee, Oorvani
Foundation,
FMR Head of
Accounting and
Donor Management,
Pratham
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Shaveta SharmaGayatri Nair Lobo Kavita Rajagopalan Radha Vasudevan
Kukreja
CEO & Managing
Chief Operating
Consultant,
Correspondent,
Director, Central Officer, ATE Chandra
Education
Vidyanikethan
Higher
Square Foundation
Foundation
Advisory Practice
Secondary School
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www.madhifoundation.org

